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It is requested that to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. The consultancy should be taken from the legal,
financial, tax, or another professional law practitioner in case of any doubt. All the items of information given below are not to be
given exhaustively and can never be considered part of various contractual relationships. Our utmost desire is that the
information given in this white paper should be accurate, up to date, and all the products, services, technical architecture, token
distribution, and company timelines. Moreover, all these materials could have changed without any notice, and they can never be
considered a binding agreement of professional advice. 

This white paper does not bind any individual to enter into any contract or any binding legal commitment to the contribution. This
white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell, or
which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be used for
the formation of contract or investment decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter
into any contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. No sales, cryptocurrency, or
other forms of payment can ever be accepted based on this white paper. But be sure that any advancement, date, or new
information of this token will be made available for the private and public contributors. 

It is also announced that any regulatory authority has not examined the white paper, and any legal firm has not approved it. The
information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or any rules of any jurisdiction. It
is at this moment announced that its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the applicable laws, the
regulatory requirements, and the available rules

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
WHITE PAPER
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INTRODUCTION
MetaApple is a modern-day all-in-one decentralized cryptocurrency platform
on the Binance Smart chain. MetaApple is a high-performance club that offers a
variety of services on a single platform.

Users will be able to earn yield in the form of MetaApple by staking. We are
changing the market with a decentralized global financial system that is more
transparent, accessible, and fair.

A full ecology will be built around the MetaApple, with features like staking,
NFT Marketplace, and a Liquidity pool, as well as a Unique Metaverse.
MetaApple will create its own NFT marketplace and serve as a hub for the
decentralized community. Stake your NFT, gain tokens, and spend them on our
own marketplace to buy real-world items. Our NFT collections are unique in
that only one may exist, and they are difficult to duplicate. As a result, it's safe
to suppose that you'll be one of the few people who have these treasures.

MetaApple was created with one true purpose, to generate passive income for
the community. The MetaApple token can be found on the Binance Smart
Chain(BEP20). MetaApple token holders automatically receive deposits to their
wallet, in BUSD. To receive rewards, you simply need to own MetaApple
tokens. Over time, by increasing the token's valuation and through daily
investment increases, MetaApple has the ability to grow and replace the weekly
payouts you are currently spending your precious time on earning.

Technology will enable a financial revolution, allowing everyone to be more
financially linked and empowered. MetaApple aims to give security,
transparency, high deposit and withdrawal limits, and higher odds. In a
nutshell, MetaApple is a single-form solution-based ecosystem.

WHITE PAPER
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Provide every holder with simple and effective ways to gain
exposure to digital assets.
Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced financial
ecosystem.
Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital
asset, fully decentralized in every sense of the word.
Decrease volatility and increase positive price pressure in digital
asset staking.
To receive rewards, you simply need to own MetaApple tokens.
MetaApple token holders automatically receive deposits to their
wallet, in BUSD.
Our metaverse is a new innovative idea. 

MetaApple is a decentralized finance platform built on a blockchain
with a mission to create a community-driven ecosystem that
empowered the holders to better their financial condition. 

Our mission is to:

OUR MISSION
WHITE PAPER



VISION

We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio”. We
envision a world where wealth-building strategies that were
once only accessible to affluent individuals become available
to everyone, transferring the power over our financial systems
back to the people. MetaApple is going to create a
revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into digital
assets, helping to earn a passive income through
redistribution/reflection, by holding the token long-term,
along with maintaining their privacy, security, and autonomy
along with digital and social problems. We strive to create an
ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a sound
and solid decentralized foundation, that should be expected
with the MetaApple digital asset. It is a revolutionary
community-driven cryptocurrency project with the vision to
develop a complete ecosystem for investors and stakers. Our
vision is simple but very ambitious: create an immersive
metaverse for the gamers, a game that they would like to play
even if they wouldn't make any money for doing it. This
should be the end goal of any P2E game that wants to be an
industry referent and last for many years.

WHITE PAPER
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OUR CORE VALUES

Stability

Fairness

Community

Transparency

We want to provide a stable developing platform that incentivizes users to keep the currency to earn incentives by
using our unique and fresh tokenomics embedded into our smart contract. From the start, each of the core
development team's wallet addresses will be accessible on the website, allowing anybody to view their
transactions at any moment.

It's always been about the community in the Liquidity and NFT. We want our community to believe in and support
our project by receiving regular updates through MetaApple Community Channels. We aim to take our audience on
a trip from idea to completion, as well as everything in between.

Our free-to-play approach, coupled with our unique ecosystem, will result in the fairest and most transparent
economy has ever seen in the metaverse, mining, and crypto trading. When you buy anything in the game, you know
exactly what you're getting, and it has real-world worth. You can always sell your stuff later for a profit if you want to.
You get exactly what you see.

For far too long, cryptocurrency projects have gotten away with unscrupulous tactics and secret development teams.
With crystal-defined objectives, a face for each member of our fantastic and ever-growing staff, and trackable
accounts displaying what we spend through our development wallet, we aim to blow the roof down.

WHITE PAPER
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CHALLENGES 
WHITE PAPER

Lack of True Ownership & Rarity 

Locked in and Centralized 

High Fees and Slow Transactions 

Expensive & time-consuming 

In essence, virtual objects are licensed to the player and are frequently only accessible for use on their
own platforms. They may be controlled, misplaced, or taken away from the user with no recourse. Genuine
transparency is lacking.

To execute virtual goods transactions, game producers and communities rely on third-party systems.
Holders face delays, a sluggish cash flow, and hefty transaction costs.

The majority of digital products and currencies are linked to a specific individual and are not transferrable.
It's inconvenient and difficult to trade goods outside of the gaming area. If a player is banned, all of their
equipment and cash are forfeited.

Creating a platform for managing virtual products takes time and money. Time to market is slowed by the
complexity of maintaining a virtual economy on proprietary technology. Additional challenges arise as a result
of security considerations.
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ECOSYSTEM
WHITE PAPER

NFT Ecosystem

Staking

Liquidity

Airdrop
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METAAPPLE STAKING
WHITE PAPER

Simple to operate. It works just like any other program or wallet that you use daily.
Extremely secure. It's just a case of safeguarding your private key.
Enables cross-border transactions in real-time. And they are barrier-free,
intermediary-free transactions.
Transaction costs are minimal. Transferring money is much cheaper than with
conventional institutions.
Enables cross-currency transactions. This enables you to do simple currency
conversions.

MetaApple works on the Binance Smart chain, which is user-friendly, working on a
proof of stake. In addition to being one of the largest crypto exchanges by trading
volume, it offers exemplary staking services. MetaApple ensures users' funds are safe
by leveraging effective security measures and providing Secure Asset Fund for Users
(SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the safest and
user-friendliest methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income. The platform
stores all staked tokens using a secure wallet and a double-checking system.
MetaApple staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by
merely storing or locking funds in a wallet as more individuals, including institutional
investors understand the crypto market's lucrativeness.

The staking network provides you with the necessary skills and information and
authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small part of your staking profits, allowing
you to earn massive returns, which are rather substantial. Staking platforms that
enable investors to essentially obtain staking rewards have popped up in response to
the rapid growth of crypto staking stealthily. Therefore, if you're looking to earn a very
passive income through Staking, this is essentially the place to be, which is quite
significant.
The MetaApple enables users to stake, store, and exchange cryptocurrency.
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METAAPPLE STAKING
WHITE PAPER

With cryptocurrencies, Staking is useful since it produces incentives and passive income by allowing the coin to remain on
any market. Staking a currency and staking the pool is the simplest implementation technique in a decentralized system.
Compared to cryptocurrency mining, Staking consumes substantially more energy and poses a bigger risk. MetaApple is
available to help you at any moment.
Staking MetaApple has a lot of tangible benefits, including the following:

NO HARDWARE IS
REQUIRED

In contrast to proof of work, the MetaApple Staking does not require specialized
equipment or expertise and a Demonstration of how stakes can be used without
specialized equipment. The only stipulation is that currency holders retain custody of it for
a specified length of time on any exchange.

SCALABILITY

Scalability is a frequently used phrase in the Blockchain business. It is a term used in
computer science to describe a computer process's potential to be utilized or improved in
various ways. The increased transaction output and decreased transaction costs of
MetaApple illustrate that proof of stake algorithms are more scalable than alternative
alternatives.
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METAAPPLE STAKING
WHITE PAPER

USER-FRIENDLIER

In contrast to proof of work, MetaApple Staking does not require specialized equipment
or expertise and a Demonstration of how stakes can be used without specialized
equipment. The only stipulation is that currency holders retain custody of it for a specified
length of time on any exchange.

SECURE WITH BWS
CONTRACT

As security and privacy are two of the most pressing issues in contemporary culture,
MetaApple delivers a fast and secure portal guaranteed by the MetaApple contract,
putting him one step ahead of the competition. Additionally, consumers have access to an
incredibly secure and quick technique for Staking cryptocurrency known as a MetaApple
Contract.

INCOME
GENERATION

Digital asset owners are rewarded for successfully managing and controlling their digital
assets. As compensation for Staking their assets, the beneficiary receives an income
stream.
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P2E & RIDE2EARN ECOSYSTEM

WHITE PAPER

P2E (Play-to-Earn) is the latest development in the games
industry. It's a business model that embraces the concept of an
open economy and provides financial benefits to all players
who add value by contributing to the game world. P2E, or
“play-to-earn,” is an up-and-coming hot topic in the crypto
world. As the name suggests, play-to-earn is a sector in the
gaming industry where players are making money by playing
the game.
When the powers of gaming and crypto join forces, you can be
sure something big is about to happen. Can you imagine
spending hours playing your favorite game and actually making
money for it?
This is what P2E is trying to do. Generally, the games reward
players with tokens or NFTs that can be used in the game or
sold for real-world currency. Essentially, P2E doesn’t work that
much differently from “illegal marketplaces” for in-game items.

Ride2Eearn is a tokenized sports application based on web3
Ride2Earn is created following our daily activity – riding a
MetaApple NFT Karts. Users can purchase NFTs in the form of
virtual Karts which are linked to real riding activities. By riding
around, users will earn our in-app token, which can either be
used in-app or cashed out for profit. We offer MetaApple NFT
Karts for our stake holders im our ecosystem.
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GLOBAL NFT MARKETPLACE
WHITE PAPER

According to a recent estimate from blockchain
analytics firm Chainalysis Inc., about $41 billion
worth of crypto was connected with smart
contracts related with NFT markets and collections
from the beginning of 2021 until mid-December.

Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens
(NFTs) skyrocketed, with multimillion-dollar sales
and celebrities like musician Shawn Mendes,
socialite Paris Hilton, and former first lady Melania
Trump are on board.

The NFT market is predicted to expand at least 33%
annually, reaching $80 billion in net sales volume
by 2025 and almost $350 billion by 2030. Though
this may appear to be a large amount, we are
convinced that the market's real growth will much
exceed the investment Jefferies' forecasts. 
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MetaApple Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are one-of-a-kind, non-transferable assets created on the blockchain. These
tokens may be connected to anything in the MetaApple. NFTs' basic characteristics provide them a distinct value and
categorically distinguish them from other forms of assets. These characteristics include verifiably uniqueness and
indivisibility. Because the underlying code is transparent, the scarcity and ownership of any given token can be
determined without the use of a trusted middleman. 
We view the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized systems. This
framework is now unlocking fresh business models for the creators of digital and physical collectibles. The MetaApple is
a widely known NFT project. The underlying token for each   NFT encodes a unique genome that defines its appearance,
traits, and hereditary lineage. Thee Token cannot be replicated and cannot be transferred without the user's permission.

METAAPPLE NFT
WHITE PAPER
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HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM TRANSFORMING
THE NFT

For a long time, the crypto business has struggled with concerns such as transparency, authenticity, ownership, provenance,

copyright, and counterfeiting. Furthermore, the business has always been confined to the wealthy few who can afford to spend

millions of dollars on a single NFT item. On the other hand, is definitely designed for everyone to enjoy, and it has the ability to

transcend all social and economic barriers.

The above-mentioned challenges are largely eliminated with our built environment. And the trading business has produced and

successfully deployed incredible and complex works of art. We're ready for a shift in how NFT is bought, marketed, sponsored,

loved, and even made.

WHITE PAPER

ECOSYSTEM

MetaApple
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WHY WE DIVE INTO NFTS?
A report from Emergen Research projected that the worldwide Non-fungible Token (NFT) market size arrived at USD

50.10 Billion every 2021 and is relied upon to enroll an income CAGR of 10.7% during the conjecture time frame For

financial backers wagering on a drawn-out expansion in the worth of Ethereum, more individuals purchasing ether for

NFTs can be a generally excellent thing And that is just one explanation individuals contemplate whether they should

purchase NFTs. It is exchangeable with one more thing of a similar sort on the off chance that something is fungible.

When you purchase an NFT, you are purchasing a verifiable digital token representing your ownership of the asset on the

blockchain. Tokens will be earned by staking your NFT as well as will be available to purchase.

WHITE PAPER
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METAAPPLE NFT MARKETPLACE

WHITE PAPER

NFTs are quickly taking over the world of digital art and collectibles. Massive sales to a new crypto-audience are
transforming the life of digital artists. Non-fungible is an economic term that can refer to items such as furniture,
music files, and computers. Some commodities cannot be swapped for other items due to their distinguishing
characteristics.

Fungible products in the MetaApple ecosystem, on the other hand, can be traded because their value, rather than
their distinctive characteristics, distinguish them. An NFT can only have one owner at any given moment. To manage
ownership, the unique ID and metadata that no other token can replicate are employed. NFTs are created using
smart contracts that allocate ownership and manage their transferability.

The MetaApple NFT technology ensures that nodes remain functioning regardless of what happens to the
blockchain. As a result, nothing can truly happen to the data. This is owed not only to the money they generate but
also to the money they protect.
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VALUABLES OF METAAPPLE NFT

1- Limited

WHITE PAPER

3- Unique

The shortage of NFTs adds to their appeal. NFT developers may
build a limited number of non-fungible tokens to keep the
value of the NFTs up.

2- Indivisible 
The majority of NFTs are indestructible into smaller units. You
will not be able to purchase a digital item until you pay the full
fee.

NFT is completely safe and accurate because it has a robust
information tab. This feature makes the NFT more unique and
potent.

4- Copyright
One of the most significant benefits of the NFT technology is
that it allows artists and content creators to keep full copyright
ownership. In most licencing agreements, this is not the case.
This permits them to continue to make money without having to
give up their copyrights.
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LIQUIDITY POOL

WHITE PAPER

Liquidity is a concept that is important to understand when dealing with cryptocurrencies. In terms of defining
liquidity, it is essentially the ability of an asset to be quickly converted into cash. In the context of cryptocurrency
liquidity, it refers to the ease with which a coin can be converted into cash or other coins.
Crypto liquidity pools play an essential role in the decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem in particular when it
comes to decentralized exchanges (DEXs). MetaApple Liquidity pool is a mechanism by which users can pool their
assets in a DEX’s smart contracts to provide asset liquidity for traders to swap between currencies. MetaApple
Liquidity pool provides much-needed liquidity, speed, and convenience to the DeFi ecosystem.
High liquidity in the marketplace is an ideal situation as it makes for improved prices for all concerned due to a
large number of buyers and sellers in the marketplace.
Usually, a crypto liquidity provider receives LP tokens in proportion to the amount of liquidity they have supplied to
the pool. When a pool facilitates a trade, a fractional fee is proportionally distributed amongst the LP token
holders. For the liquidity provider to get back the liquidity they contributed (in addition to accrued fees from their
portion), their LP tokens must be destroyed.
MetaApple Liquidity maintains fair market values for the tokens they hold thanks to algorithms, which maintain the
price of tokens relative to one another within any particular pool. Liquidity pools in different protocols may use
algorithms that differ slightly. For example, Uniswap liquidity pools use a constant product formula to maintain
price ratios, and many DEX platforms utilize a similar model. This algorithm helps ensure that a pool consistently
provides crypto market liquidity by managing the cost and ratio of the corresponding tokens as the demanded
quantity increases.

https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#liquidity-pool
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/open-vs-decentralized-finance-defi
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/decentralized-exchange-dex-crypto
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/crypto-smart-contracts-explained
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/what-is-liquidity-bid-ask-spread-slippage
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#constant-product-formula
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WHITE PAPER

METAVERSE MARKET REVENUE
WORLDWIDE

In 2021, it was estimated that the
global metaverse market size stood at
38.85 billion U.S. dollars. In 2022, this
is expected to rise to 47.48 billion
U.S. dollars, before surging to 678.8
billion U.S. dollars by 2030. Regarded
as the next iteration of the internet,
the metaverse is where the physical
and digital worlds come together.
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WHITE PAPER

METAAPPLE METAVERSE
Today, “metaverse” is one of the buzziest words in tech, and is being enthusiastically embraced by software and game developers across industries ranging

from crypto and gaming to social media. The metaverse has become a very real phenomenon featuring a number of thriving platforms with increasingly

extensive crypto integrations.

The MetaApple metaverse is an immersive virtual world that incorporates blockchain technology and cryptocurrency launching its own token. The MetaApple

metaverse is a shared, immersive virtual world in which players, usually represented by avatars, can interact with each other, construct experiences, and create

in-world objects and landscapes. MetaApple Metaverse typically has its own intrinsic economies and currency, with which users can buy, sell, and trade

digital real estate, items, avatar accessories, and more. You can experience the MetaApple metaverse via a computer, virtual reality (VR) headset, or

smartphone.

Specifically, a MetaApple metaverse is a metaverse that incorporates blockchain into its underlying technology and crypto assets, such as MetaApple NFTs,

into its economy. While MetaApple metaverse-like environments have existed in massive-multiplayer online trading for some time now, the incorporation of

blockchain, crypto, and VR into the sector is not just drastically altering who can participate and what they can do, but also demonstrating the real-world

market value of assets, interactions, and experiences earned in the digital realms of blockchain trading. MetaApple Metaverse crypto assets and items, such

as digital land and NFTs, are typically represented by MetaApple metaverse tokens. Their ownership is recorded on the blockchain and can even be

exchanged for digital assets.

https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/blockchain-technology-explained
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KEY FEATURES OF OUR METAVERSE
Designers of MetaApple metaverse have generally sought to distinguish their worlds from earlier iterations of a
MetaApple metaverse in several key ways:

While early virtual worlds were owned and controlled by companies, MetaApple metaverses are typically decentralized, with some or all
components of the metaverse ecosystem built on blockchain technology. This means that MetaApple metaverse themselves tend to
diverge from the mainstream business structures and value extraction models of today’s gaming industry. The unique structure of the 
 MetaApple metaverse can open up more equitable engagement opportunities for participants.

DECENTRALIZATION:

REAL-WORLD ECONOMIC VALUE:

USER GOVERNANCE:
MetaApple's metaverse like Decentraland makes use of decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) and governance tokens to help
put their users in control of the platform’s future, allowing them to drive changes and updates through voting. In this way, the
MetaApple metaverse can be more than just the MetaApple ecosystem they can grow into entire societies with economies and
democratic leadership.

Because MetaApple metaverse uses tokens and blockchain infrastructure, their economies are directly connected to the wider crypto
economy. This allows holders of MetaApple metaverse tokens, and VR-Gaming to trade them on NFT marketplaces, commanding real-
world value for their in-world investments.

https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#decentralized-autonomous-organization-dao
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#governance-token
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METAAPPLE AIRDROP

An airdrop is an uninvited, typically free, delivery of a

cryptocurrency token or coin to a large number of wallet

addresses. Airdrops are frequently connected with the

launch of a new cryptocurrency or Defi protocol, largely as

a means of generating attention and new followers,

resulting in a larger user base and more coins being

distributed. After crypto entrepreneurs began performing

private sales instead of public sales to obtain initial funds,

airdrops became a more crucial part of the ICO.

Airdrops are designed to make use of the network effect by

including existing holders of blockchain-based money,

such as Binance, in the currency or project. In its

ecosystem, MetaApple also provides an airdrop approach.
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POTENTIAL IN METAAPPLE

WHITE PAPER

Transparency 

Blockchain
compliant

TrustLower Fees

Simple to Use 

Traceability of
Transactions

Open for global
participants

Longevity 

Ease of use 

Safe & Secure
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Transparency 
Each time a token exchange is recorded on the Binance smart chain via the MetaApple platform, an audit trail is
created to track the source of the tokens. This assists in enhancing security, preventing fraud in exchange-related
enterprises, and establishing the validity of traded assets.

Lower Fees
The fees for MetaApple transactions are significantly lower than those for debit and credit cards and wire transfers,
and BACS payments.

Traceability of Transactions
Because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous one, MetaApple is significantly more secure
than other record-keeping systems. MetaApple is a complex string of mathematical numbers that cannot be altered.
Centaurify's immutable and incorruptible nature protects it from faked data and hacks once constructed.

Open for global participants
MetaApple can be used by anyone anywhere. An added benefit of the MetaApple is that it’s completely secure and
transparent, so it can be used freely across borders. The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will
leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled in the food industry. 

POTENTIAL IN METAAPPLE
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Simple to Use 
The ease of usage is what gives MetaApple its value. All you need is a smart device and an internet connection to
become an investor quickly.

Trust
Trust is critical in the crypto business. This entails complete transparency in all aspects of community support and
development and any security effort. 

Longevity 
MetaApple is here to stay. The decentralized community is promoting the ecosystem's long-term development, which
will result in real-world applications, increased incentives, and popularity.

Safe & Secure
MetaApple is a safe and secure platform that is audited and our technical team is continuously improving the security of
the system to ensure the safety of the platform.

POTENTIAL IN METAAPPLE
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TOKEN DETAILS
WHITE PAPER

NAME MetaApple

PLATFORM Binance Smart Chain

TYPE BEP-20

SYMBOL MetaApple

TOTAL SUPPLY XXXX
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
WHITE PAPER

Pre-sale
2,000,000,000

Development
2,000,000,000

Marketing
1,500,000,000

Liquidity
1,200,000,000

Private sale
1,200,000,000

Team
1,000,000,000

CEX
500,000,000Airdrop

100,000,000
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ROADMAP
WHITE PAPER

Q 04 2021 2022

Birth of the MetaApple

Concept

Concept Development

and strategic planning

MetaApple Core-Team

Formation

Token Creation

Tokens Airdrop Event

Deploy, Audit & Lock LP

Contract Audit-Phase 1

Private Sale

Pancakeswap Listing

Activation of the Second

Phase of the Marketing

Campaign

Pinksale Pre-Sale

Q 01 2022

Creation of the MetaApple Social

Media Communities

Activation of promotion to populate

the MetaApple Social Media

Communities

Plannig and Development of

Marketing Compaign into various

phases

Website Creation and Development

Tokenomics Creation

Development of the MetaApple

Whitepaper and other

documentation

Activation of the First Phase of the

Marketing Campaign

Q 02
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ROADMAP
WHITE PAPER

Q 03 2022 2023

Contract Audit-Phase 2

CoinGecko application &

Listing

Coinmarketcap application &

Listing

Activation of the Third Phase

of the Marketing Campaign

Creation of the First

MetaApple NFT collection

NFT Airdrop

Staking platform launch

Launch and Deployment

of MetaApple V2

Formation

Launch MetaApple

Gears Game - beta

version

Future Development,

Projections, and

Partnerships

Q 04 2022

CEX launch

Development of the MetaApple

V2 begins

MetaApple Marketplace Launch

- beta version

Development of the MetaApple

Gears Game begins

Creation of the First MetaApple

Gears Game NFT collection

MetaApple Gears Game NFT

Airdrop

Activation of the Fourth Phase of

the Marketing Campaign

Q 01
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https://twitter.com/Meta_Apple_

WHITE PAPER

TWITTER

https://t.me/Meta_Apple_Official

TELEGRAM

SOCIAL MEDIA
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https://www.reddit.com/user/Meta_Apple

_Official

WHITE PAPER

REDDIT

https://www.instagram.com/meta_apple

_official

INSTGRAM

SOCIAL MEDIA


